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would go about and win people to the Lord and gather them tothex and build a

church. I have a number who have done this. I think of what Pastor Eckleina
Eckelmann has

accomplished in Ithaca. He had already had experience in two congregations. He

felt a great burden for students. He got a position using the eleettical

training his training in

electricity and electronics and began (nc) talking to students and

endeavoring to lead them to salvation through Christ. Gradually through the

years he built up a work until now he has a very sizable work among students

and has been instrumental in leading many to come here to study. I wish I knew

a thousand men with the consecration and zeal witI of Eckelmann with the

ability to support themselves in another but not to let it become primary tly

in their lives, but to push forward to establish a church and together to

reach students or reach other people for Christ and build up new churches. We

need a gem great deal of work of this type. Alas, there are comparatively few

men who have the ability to do tie this sort of thing, who have the enterprise

and initiative to do it. Most need a start solid basis for a start.

Not long ago a fine young man graduated from the seminaryand I asked him what he

was going to do. He mentioned a particular group which he said would have an

internship program which he expected to take. The men would assist various

pastors, engage in Chn work, and every week would come together and have classes

and discussions in internship training for pastor. When I saw him he was rather!

discouraged. He had looked forward very definitely to this Lt.ah internship

program but when it came to being received into it he kad to fill out 4 forms

giving his views on a number of points of theology and of details of Cbn activity.
ceremony (?)

There was a question of ceremonies on which he was perfectly ready to go along with

the attitude that was characteristic of most in the group t but was stAt not convinced

that it was absolutely essential and he stated frankly his questions and views on this

particular minor point. He received an answer turning him down for the internship

program.
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